
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spatially Enabled BI Dashboards 

State of the art analytics has finally come to mapping. You can now perform
round-trip analysis between highly interactive business dashboards and
mapping applications from providers such as MapInfo® and ESRI® without
writing a single line of code.  

 

Map Intelligence® creates interactive mapping applications in real time based
on information sent from business dashboards. It tracks the current state of
charts, pivots and data result-sets and keeps the mapping display and the
dashboard synchronized. Any data manipulation such as limits, filtering or
chart slicing that are applied in the dashboard are automatically reflected in
the mapping application. Even the dashboard look and feel is automatically
transferred to the map display.  

Spatial data can be selected from the map display  and returned to the
dashboard as limits to give a sharper focus to your analysis. This round trip
cycle can be repeated as often as required. Your spatial and non-spatial
analysis is a seamless cycle where your state of analysis in either
representation is maintained in the other. 

Instant Mapping Application with Excel 

If you do not require the high end analytic power provided by digital
dashboards, but you do want to exploit the power of spatial analysis on the
vast amounts of data you have available in Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets,
then our Excel client can have your data running in a highly functional spatial
application in as little as 30 seconds. Simply load the spreadsheet, use the
wizard to define how your data is displayed and then display your mapping
application. 
 

You can also save the settings of your mapping application as a local template
or publish the template to a server where other users can locate it for
collaborative work sharing the same spatial views. Templates can be reloaded
with any spreadsheet having the same columns and then used to instantly
display the map. Or you can mail the template and the spreadsheet. 

 
 
 
 
Benefits 

 Get a real return on 
your GIS investment 
in days without writing 
any code 

 Round trip integration 
between Business 
Intelligence and 
Geographical 
Information Systems 

 Create dynamic 
mapping applications 
in seconds from a 
dashboard  

 Generate mapping 
applications in real 
time 

 Slice and dice on the 
dashboard and 
regenerate the map 
again and again until 
it looks just right 

 Discover hidden 
relationships based 
on location 

 Use dashboards to 
drive your maps and 
maps to drive your 
dashboards 

 Filter the information 
using flexible criteria 
on either the map or 
the dashboard 

 

 
“This is a very important 
development for the spatial 
analysis industry stretching the 
boundaries to new areas.” 
Brian Cartwright 
Director of Operations 
Asia Pacific, MapInfo 
 
“A fundamental shift in the way 
that organizations can analyze 
and review business critical 
information” 
Francisco Urbina 
NSW Manager, ESRI Australia 



Orders 
 
To purchase or evaluate Map 
Intelligence visit the Integeo 
web site at 
www.integeo.com 
 
or contact 
 
Sales: sales@integeo.com 
Enquiries: info@integeo.com

 

  

 
Map Viewer Features 
 Dynamic HTML maps
 Navigate by Mini Map, 

Toolbar, Map Click 

 Zoom by, factor, 
specified area 
or saved bookmarks 

 Select points and use 
as dashboard filters 

 Select areas and add 
to bookmarks 

 Launch URL 
associated with points

 Print and export maps

Dashboard Features 
 Create dashboard with 

wizard 
 Transaction layers… 

Points, Lines, Areas, 
Relationships 

 Layer definitions via a 
wizard 

 Slice, dice and 
manipulate 
dashboard’s OLAP 
features 

 Generate map 
applications 

 Create themes from…
Current view 
Nominated charts 
Nominated columns 

Map Creation 

Maps are created and built up as layers. Each layer holds some characteristic 
of interest. Some layers reside as part of the mapping environment. These are 
typically more static in nature and may include streets, parks, postal 
districts, cities, as well as features such as radio towers, pipelines, powerlines 
and so on.  

Dynamically Generate Mapping Application 

Layers are created dynamically from data found in dashboards or Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheets. Map Intelligence generates dynamic layers from the 
“facts and dimensions” in the dashboard and sends them to a GIS service to 
superimpose these over its static layers. The result is a customized 
interactive map displayed in a browser. Point data is automatically 
geocoded from street addresses if required. 

Users can specify what information is to be passed to the GIS or between 
Web-Services and specify how it is to be treated. For example, as a user 
hovers over a point on a map that (say) represents a property sale, a pop-up 
window could display the sale date, price paid, property type and agents 
details. A URL can be associated with a point so that when a user clicks on 
that point another application displays the floor plans of the property. 

Manage and Control Maps Simply from the Dashboard 

Individual events can be shown as distinct points if the dashboard has 
positional information such as a street address or a latitude/longitude. 
Each point can be represented by a different symbol or the symbols can be 
the same but their color may be different. Motor accidents could be shown as 
blue stars on weekends and red rectangles on weekdays. The difference in 
sales prices for houses could be shown with dots shaded in different colors. 

Areas can be shown as circles and polygons that aggregate measures. Circles 
can be created around points found in the dashboard and pre-defined 
polygons can be used to represent areas such as parks or districts.  

The dashboard can be used to define how areas should be shaded, based on 
functions such as sums, averages and counts that fall within their 
boundaries. For example users can shade an area around prospective store 
locations based on income. Parks can be shaded based on the number of 
muggings that took place within them during a given period. 

Add New Dimensions to your Data 

Layers can quickly be hidden or revealed at different scales, individual 
points can be replaced by shapes as users zoom out - streets can be replaced 
by localities and so on. Layers can be shown or hidden as required. For 
example a crimes layer can be displayed alongside a house mean price layer, 
or the current quarter’s sales layer can be displayed and the layer for last 
quarter hidden. 

Users can move from dashboard to map and back again completely 
regenerating the map based on new filtering criteria and layer definitions. 

Empower your Users  
The unique approach of Map Intelligence means that flexible spatial analysis 
is now available affordably and quickly to business users, for any data that 
includes some kind of recognised positional information.  

Map Intelligence is the new benchmark in power, extensibility and ease of 
use for true ad hoc, interactive map-based, analytical reporting. 


